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Fleet management

Driving style features

Who’s braking too late, accelerating too hard or taking turns a 
little too sharply? Or who is an excellent driver? With Moving 
Intelligence’s driving style feature, you will be able to save 
money on aspects such as tire wear and maintenance and you 
are also doing your part in conserving the environment.

The Mi50 is a complete Track & Trace system offering 
numerous features for optimal fleet management, trip logging 
and vehicle security.

The Mi50 represents quality, speed and convenience. The 
product is protected against sabotage and battery-power 
interruption.

Mi50 Your vehicle’s “black box”

One system for trip logging, vehicle fleet management, driving style analysis and more...

Costs for maintenance, fuel and tire wear constitute an increasingly large portion of total business costs. In order to help keep 
these in check, we offer our driving style analysis feature. This service lets you see how your vehicles are being treated. Who 
brakes too late, accelerates too hard or enjoys heavy cornering, or who in fact drives extremely carefully? 

It gives you the opportunity to hold staff to account, and to coach them in using the vehicle and the environment as sustainably 
as possible. That produces profits not just for you, but also for the environment.

Simplicity and user-friendly

The Mi50 is extremely compact in size, and is installed invisibly and tested professionally by your dealer or installation specialist. 
The system has no influence on the vehicle’s electronic systems. After installation you will receive an activation code. This adds 
the vehicle to your account, and you activate the desired package. The chosen package is active immediately, throughout the 
whole of Europe, at the same rate. 

With our systems you always have control over your vehicle(s), and we let your fleet operate efficiently. This includes fleet 
management services for live tracking, trip logging, driving style analysis etc. And that means you no longer have to spend 
time completing inadequate trip reports, for example. The question of who drove which car and when is answered at the push 
of a button, and you always know the location of your (field) employees.

With our fleet management package you can also generate various reports showing the driving behaviour of the driver: speed, 
braking, acceleration, cornering etc. In short, everything you need for driving style analysis.  With our fleet management package 
you save time, money, energy and fuel across your entire fleet.

A single system for fleet management, trip logging and vehicle security

Get your entire vehicle fleet operating efficiently?

Trip classification: switch to designate trips as business-related or private use

100% conclusive trip logging and the generation of a range of reports

Personal identification: the solution for vehicles used by multiple drivers
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MOVING INTELLIGENCE

We bring your world on the move under control. This is 
done with hardware that is invisibly built-in and with 
software that makes information visible. We help people 
manage all things moving: from car to scooter, from trailer 
to container, from boat to work equipment. We do this for 
everyone: multinational or retailer, fleet manager or proud 
owner of a vintage car. 

ADVANTAGES

• One system for both security and fleet management
• Professionally fitted by certified installers  
• Dutch SCM-certified vehicle tracking system (Mi50+MiBlock) 

• Can be extended with extra functionality 
• Back-up battery 
• 3D G-force sensor for driving style analysis, crash detection 

and eCall
• Managed with MiApp (iOS and Android)

MiClassify 

If as a business person you also use your vehicle privately, 
it’s handy to have a summary of the distances driven for 
business and private purposes. Even if your company car 
doesn’t count for tax purposes, it’s necessary to know what 
distance you have driven privately. With the MiClassify you 
arrange this with one press of a button. The MiClassify is 
simply a route selection switch that you can set to private or 
business.

The Mi50 tracking system can be extended with the 
MiClassify, a route selection switch that you can set to 
private or business.

MiReader

Knowing who has driven a certain car where, and when, 
is always a challenge. The MiReader is your solution. This 
system enables personal identification and can be used in 
combination with the Mi50 tracking system. This means that 
the MiReader registers each route and is directly linked to 
the vehicle driver.

With the MiReader you see the route information for the 
various drivers, and you can generate a range of vehicle 
fleet management reports at the driver level. 

With the Moving Intelligence app and the online platform you have one summary 
of all your vehicles, always and everywhere. All current information such as 
engine ignition on/off, current speed and driven distance are displayed on a 
detailed chart and in a table summary. Live tracking is active across the whole 
world. The MiApp is available for iOS and Android.

Online platform & app 

Product specifications Mi50

Trip logging a

Live Tracking a

Fleet management reports (distance reading, speed, stationary, operating hours and PTO) a

Active alarm POI incoming and outgoing a

Geofence and Lock Position a

Visible on online platform and in MiApp (iOS and Android) a

MiClassify and MiReader (extension) a

Dutch certified vehicle tracking system - Kiwa SCM (Immobilizer and SOC Alarm centre) (extension) a

Dimensions (mm) 82x87x34
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